Lights defeated by one-half second; down Columbia in first two races

Kirkwood scores 6 in 11-3 win

By Larry White

The varsity hockey team completely ran over an Bowdoin squad to run up a 11-3 tally. The team seems to be pulling into line and may win in strong style.

Tech started the scoring bench early in the first period as Peter Kirkwood '66 scored the first of his three goals on a beautiful over-the-shoulder shot. Three minutes later, he scored again off a pass from teammate Terry Vanderweit '67. 

On three different occasions it looked as though MIT would break the scoring column, but at each time two men died on the ice. By the time two were down in the third, MIT had runners on second and third. Again in the fourth, singles by Cleary and Eric Sheehan '68, and a sacrifice bunt by Mike Ryba '67, put men on second and third with one away. A similar situation in the fifth saw Techmen die on first and second, and the evening bowdoin hit's output with eight on the scoreboard.

The evening's scenes would go virtually unbeaten against Boston University at home.

Thincled edges 78-71; Maine snaps 4-meet streak

Engineers take 3rd

Harvard wins Compton cup

By Chuck Hettigere

The Harvard heavyweight varsity crew swept the third Annual Harvard 8 Regatta held on the Charles River yesterday. The second place with the engineer's third, the rebuilt Crimson won squad 1:30.5

The Harvard varsity nine defeated a strong Bowdoin squad on the Charles River yesterday. The second place with the engineer's third, the rebuilt Crimson won squad 1:30.5

On Deck

Tuesday, May 3

Baseball (V) vs. Vermont, 3 pm
Golf (F) vs. Colby, 1 pm
Track vs. MIT (Cambridge), 1:30 pm

Wednesday, May 4

Basketball vs. Tufts, 7:30 pm
track (V) vs. WBU, 4 pm

Thursday, May 4

Track (V) vs. WBU, 4 pm

Tennis (F) vs. Colby, 3 pm
Baseball (V) vs. Tufts, 3 pm

Ft. (F) vs. Colby, 1:30 pm
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